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ALBANY STATE UNIVERSITY
Albany State University (ASU) is a historically black school in the University System of
Georgia. Joseph Winthrop Holley, born in 1874 to former slaves in Winnsboro, South
Carolina, founded the institution in 1903 as the Albany Bible and Manual Training
Institution, which eventually evolved into a four-year university. It has over 6,000
undergraduate enrollments as of 2019, its setting is city, and the campus size is 231 acres.
It utilizes a semester-based academic calendar.
ASU’s vision statement is to be a world-class comprehensive university and a powerful
catalyst for the economic growth and development of Southwest Georgia. ASU will be
recognized for its innovative and creative delivery of excellent educational programs, broadbased community engagement and public service, and creative scholarship and applied
research, all of which enrich the lives of the diverse constituencies served by the University.
ASU’s guiding principles include:


Aspiring to Excellence: ASU will aspire toward excellence in teaching and
learning, thus becoming the first-choice institution for students from southwest
Georgia and garnering recognition as a premier southern regional university.



Embracing Diversity: As a historically black institution and led by a highly-diverse
faculty and staff, ASU will embrace diversity in all its forms – including age,
gender identity, race and ethnicity, country of origin, religion, ability level, sexual
orientation, and veteran status – and seek to foster a similar acceptance and
celebration of that diversity.



Expanding Access to Higher Education: As an access institution, ASU will
promote student success for all by welcoming students from varying levels of
academic preparation, keeping costs low, offering flexible class times and
instructional modalities, and pairing high student expectations with exceptional
mentoring, advising, and tutoring.



Elevating Historically Underserved Populations: ASU will recognize and address
the many challenges that face African Americans and other students of color, adult
learners, first generation students, students from low socioeconomic backgrounds,
and others from underserved populations, and form strong partnerships with K-12,
government agencies, and community outreach organizations to increase access
and success rates.



Promoting Economic Development: As part of its commitment to teaching and
learning, ASU will promote economic development in Albany and throughout
southwest Georgia by engaging in applied research, aligning its resources in
support of identified needs, developing and enhancing academic programs to meet
evolving needs, forming broad strategic partnerships, supplying a trained
workforce, and fostering a sense of entrepreneurship.
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EDITORIAL
During the Fall semester 2019, the Albany State University Criminal Justice Journal
(“ASUCJJ”) was formally launched. This volume celebrates the launch. ASUCJJ is the first
student-based journal at ASU. It is devoted to discussions on law and criminal justice
problems, including youth in the criminal justice system, the prison overcrowding, drug use
and the crime cycle, the constitutional protection of criminal offenders, police and the use
of force, criminal justice reform, violence against women, right to privacy and child
protection, and among others. ASUCJJ publishes twice a year: The first issue solely focuses
on research conducted by ASU criminal justice students as the journal is dedicated to
providing students with an academic forum for their scholarships; and the second issue
welcomes articles from criminal justice academics and practitioners, as well as lawmakers.
The Editorial Board is deeply indebted to all the students who have authored articles
published in this first edition. The Editorial Board is also thankful to Dr. Patrick Ibe, the
Chair of the Criminal Justice Department, for the support he has given to the journal.
Dr. Roger-Claude Liwanga
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Race, Ethnic Disparity and Discrimination in the U.S.
Criminal Justice System
Lyle Smith
Senior Student, ASU Criminal Justice Department
Introduction
Throughout history, differences between people in society have caused social
separation (Isaac, 2006). Whether due to wealth, skin color, or family origin, people
have found reasons to form groups and separate themselves from one another.
One of the most powerful reasons for separation has been race and ethnicity.
Racial and ethnic differences have been the spark of humanity’s worst atrocities, as
far back as Biblical times. Ancient Rome, Greece, and Egypt all had systems of
slavery based on race and ethnicity.
In the context of the United States criminal justice system, race and ethnicity
have also played an important role. This paper explores racial and ethnic
discrimination in the American criminal justice system, arguing that race and
ethnicity have been used to not only segregate individuals, but also submit certain
people to injustice. This paper highlights racial inequality and disparity in the justice
system and recommends some ways to eradicate discrimination.
This paper is divided into three sections. Section I reviews the history of racial
and ethnic discrimination in the United States. Section II examines and analyzes
present-day discrimination in the justice system. Section III offers recommendations
on how to lessen discrimination in the justice system.

I. Historical Background of Racial and Ethnic Discrimination in the U.S.
In the United States, discrimination based on race and ethnicity dates back to
the era of America slavery (Loury, 1998).
But, before it was called slavery, it went by another name; indentured servitude.
Indentured servitude began with the arrival of colonists (Indentured Servants In The
U.S., n.d.). Colonists owned land that needed workers and wanted the cheapest form
of work available (Indentured Servants In The U.S., n.d.). This led to the birth of the
indentured servitude (Indentured Servants In The U.S., n.d.). Indentured servitude
can be understood as a contract, entered into by a landowner and servant,
guaranteeing the servant basic living provisions and passage to the colonies in
exchange for labor (Indentured Servants In The U.S., n.d.). The servants, who were
simply poor people who could not originally afford the trip to the New World, were
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given a freedom package that helped the newly freed servant start a more prosperous
life after a pre-set time passed (Indentured Servants In The U.S., n.d.).
Slavery and indentured servitude occurred at similar times in the America, but
slavery was more profitable in the long run. In the United States, the slavery of Black
Africans, as it was easier to tell who was a slave because of their skin color, started
in 1619 and ended in 1865 with the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution (Ponti, n.d.).
A. Slave Codes and Access to Justice
During the slavery era, systems of rules and laws called slave codes stripped
away the rights of slaves. Slave codes tolerated barbaric treatments against slaves,
including acts that could cause death (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica,
2020). The slave codes were essentially the same across all states, in part because
each state would follow the codes of the other states. Slave codes were used to
protect slavery by controlling a slave’s life. Slave codes dictated what a slave could
do and where a slave could go, among other rules (The Editors of Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 2020).
Slave codes upheld the status quo by imposing the harshest penalties for acts
that threatened the institution of slavery (Barak, Leighton, & Cotton, 2018, p. 104).
This applied to freemen as well, including Whites. Slavery was considered so crucial
that any threat to it was met with serious injury or death.
With respect to slaves’ access to justice, the slave codes restricted the rights of
slaves in the courtroom, as slaves were treated as separate entities compared to
Whites. For instance, slaves were not entitled to a trial by jury. In many cases, the
judge was also the jury and executioner—and would often rule against slaves. Slaves
were not considered innocent until proven guilty, like free persons, but were instead
guilty until proven innocent (The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2020).
Convicted slaves lacked the right to appeal. Additionally, slaves could not serve as
witnesses against White people, regardless the race of the defendant and victim (The
Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2020). As a result, some White criminals
escaped justice because a slave witness could not testify against them (The Editors
of Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.).
B. Slave Codes and Physical Abuses
The justice system of the time allowed for the mistreatment of slaves. Under
the slave codes, Whites could “beat, slap, and whip slaves with impunity” (Barak,
Leighton, & Cotton, 2018, p. 105). Legal punishments often resulted in severe and
permanent physical damage, and even death, to slaves (Ruane, 2019). The slave
codes also authorized violent ways to police slaves, including slave patrols that could
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legally “stop, search, and beat slaves who did not have proper permission to be away
from their plantations” (Barak, Leighton, & Cotton, 2018, p. 105).
It was not just physical punishment from which Blacks suffered. Black men
would be punished severely by the law if they had sex with a White woman,
regardless whether it was consensual. Meanwhile, under the slave codes, a White
man could have nonconsensual sex with a Black woman without violating the law,
as Black people were not seen as victims in any case (Pokorat, 2006, p. 8-9).
C. After the Slave Codes
After the Civil War, slave codes became obsolete and the criminal justice
system became the new tool of racial control (Race and the Criminal Justice System,
n.d.). From that era came the first “Black codes,” which allowed for newly free
Black men and women to marry and enter into contracts. The Black codes, however,
granted very few rights in the courtroom. Black people were still “denied... the rights
to testify against Whites, to serve on juries or in state militias, vote, or start a job
without the approval of the previous employer” (Slavery by Another Name: Black
Codes and Pig Laws, n.d.).
The next era of racial injustice began with the enactment of the Jim Crow Laws,
which “mandated separate public facilities for blacks and whites” (Barak, Leighton,
& Cotton, 2018, p. 105). This rule applied to just about everything, including water
fountains, public restrooms, restaurant seating, cemeteries, schools, and even
hospitals. The Jim Crow Laws required that separate facilities be equal, but they
rarely were. “White-only” facilities often had better resources than their “coloredonly” counterparts (The Civil Rights Movement: Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka, n.d.).
These prevalent hardships notwithstanding, the Jim Crow laws bestowed some
new rights to Black people in the courtroom—including the right to legally challenge
the Jim Crow Laws themselves. With these new rights, some people took a stand.
One of the most famous cases is Rosa Parks. In the 1950s, in Montgomery,
Alabama, Black people riding the bus were obligated to get up and move to the back
of the bus if a White person wanted to sit in the White section. Rosa Parks, however,
refused to do so. She argued that she paid for the bus fare, just as the White person
did, so she had the same right to sit in the seat as the White person. She was
consequently arrested, which sparked outrage. Black citizens boycotted the bus
company. Since Blacks were the greatest source of profits for the bus company, the
company could not last without them. In the end, the bus company amended their
rules to let anyone sit where they pleased (The Civil Rights Movement: The
Montgomery Bus Boycott, n.d.).
This was certainly not the only protest of racial injustice of the time. There were
many other protests, most of which were peaceful. However, retaliation from Whites
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was often violent. Many Blacks were beaten to death, sometimes with police
watching, or even joining. At the time, racial inequality was made worse due to the
complicit role that the law played.

II. Inequality and Disparity in the Contemporary U.S. Judicial Process
A. Racial Inequity in Criminal Procedure
Today, racial injustice in the law still exists, albeit less likely and visibly.
Whereas racial discrimination of the past was written explicitly into the law, it now
happens more quietly in the everyday operations of the police, court system, and
jails and prisons (American Sociological Association, 2007). For instance, officers
might conduct racially biased searches of vehicles on the belief that they are “more
likely to yield hits in the form of illegal evidence” (Lundman, 2004, p. 310).
As a result, when someone protests racial inequality, it is frequently met with
skepticism. For example, if a person records video of a White police officer acting
violently against a Black person--but without recording the events that came
beforehand--viewers often suspect that the recordist purposely twisted the facts to
malign an officer who, in reality, acted reasonably.
Some judges have noticed racial discrimination in criminal justice system. A
survey sent to 634 judges asked, “Do you believe that systemic racism exists in the
criminal justice system?” (Firth, 2020). Of those 634 judges, 65% (412 judges)
answered yes, and about half of those judges left comments with their answers (Firth,
2020). Most commented that racism is implicit or unconscious and that they do not
always recognize racism when it manifests. But, as one judge stated, “non-awareness
is no excuse” (Firth, 2020). Most judges that answered the survey said that they do
not try to be racist and take active measures to treat everyone fairly. Many judges
believed that someone who was unable to do these things should not be a judge.
Some admitted that their own implicit biases do impact their decision making,
regardless of how hard they try to avoid racial injustice (Firth, 2020).
Meanwhile, some judges answered “no” when asked whether systemic racism
existed in the criminal justice system. These judges believe that some individuals in
the criminal justice system are biased, the system itself is fair (Firth, 2020). That is,
while they understand it is not perfect, they believe it is not inherently biased.
B. Racial Disparity in Sentencing
Racial disparity, as opposed to racial injustice, refers to the different effects on
races that do not necessarily result from intentional discrimination.
Racial disparity appears throughout the criminal justice system. Empirical
evidence has shown that Blacks often receive harsher and longer punishments than
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Whites (Report to the United Nations on Racial Disparities in the U.S. Criminal
Justice System, 2020). This could simply be due, in part, to racist juries and judges
who consciously dislike Black people. But it could also be due to widespread,
unconscious opinions about Black people. For instance, many people believe that
Black people naturally look more “menacing” (Lopex, 2017). Many people have
said that Blacks with deeper voices and bigger builds are more intimidating. Some
researchers have found that people view Black people as more violent, even when
acting the same as--or even more friendly than--White people (Lopez, 2017). This
might help explain why police pull over Black people at higher rates, why courts
deliver harsher verdicts to Black people, or why Black people are “5.9 times as likely
to be incarcerated than Whites and Hispanics are 3.1 times as likely” (Report to the
United Nations on Racial Disparities in the U.S. Criminal Justice System, 2020).
Sentencing is widely disproportionate by race and ethnicity. Of 277,000 people
imprisoned for a drug offense in 2015, 56% were African-Americans or Latinos.
And of 206,000 people serving life sentences in 2015, 48% being African-American
or Latinos (Report to the United Nations on Racial Disparities in the U.S. Criminal
Justice System, 2020). In 2015, Blacks made up 12.6% out of 316,515,021 people
recorded in the United States (United States Census Bureau, 2015).
On the federal level, prosecutors “are twice as likely to charge African
Americans with offenses that carry a mandatory minimum sentence than similarly
situated whites” (Report to the United Nations on Racial Disparities in the U.S.
Criminal Justice System, 2020). Meanwhile, some policies at the state level
disproportionately affect minorities over Whites. Take, for example, a “Drug-Free
School Zone” law in New Jersey: out of everyone affected by that law, 96% were
African American (Report to the United Nations on Racial Disparities in the U.S.
Criminal Justice System, 2020).

III. Conclusion and Recommendations
Racial discrimination has, sadly, always been a part of American history.
Despite some social improvements over time, injustices still persist. Although
humanity’s tribal nature may prevent racial discrimination from ever truly
disappearing, it remains important to strive to make discrimination a thing of the
past. One must hope that, one day, all people can coexist despite having differences
spread widely apart.
Numerous actions can be taken to eradicate, or at least mitigate, racial
discrimination in the criminal justice system:
●
Increase awareness of racial bias. Doing so will enable people to make
better decisions and fairer judgments without allowing personal prejudices
(conscious or unconscious) to influence their decisions (Firth, 2020).
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●
Root out systemic racism in our institutions. There are cases in which
racial and ethnic bias is “rooted in particular historical and social contexts”
(Strategies for Reducing Racial and Ethnic Prejudice: Essential Principles, n.d.).
Since we take after those who came before us, we naturally follow the biases and
prejudices from older systems. Rooting out these problems from the old systems will
help.
●
Practice self-reflection. Because “prejudice and discrimination are
socially influenced” (Strategies for Reducing Racial and Ethnic Prejudice: Essential
Principles, n.d.), individuals must look inward to check personal biases that
influence decision making.
●
Foster diversity within groups. A group composed of different races
encourages members to learn from each other and see how their own bias affects
others.
●
Support individuals in positions of power who work to eradicate racial
discrimination (Strategies for Reducing Racial and Ethnic Prejudice: Essential
Principles, n.d.). Those in positions of authority, if supported, can easily share their
views and be a role model to the people they lead.
●
Teach younger generations about racism and racial discrimination. By
making children aware of these issues, they will be better able to make fairer
judgements as adults (Strategies for Reducing Racial and Ethnic Prejudice: Essential
Principles, n.d.).
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The Effectiveness of CHINS: A Review of the
Richmond County Juvenile Court
Kayla Cooper
Junior Student, ASU Criminal Justice Department
Abstract
This paper carefully examines the effectiveness of Georgia’s “Child in Need of
Services program,” or CHINS program, in Richmond County Juvenile Court since
its enactment on January 1, 2014. The paper measures effectiveness by the number
of juveniles who complete the CHINS program and never return to Juvenile Court.
The study utilizes a quantitative methodology to determine whether the CHINS
program used is effective by comparing the completers of the program to the data
of repeaters.
The Richmond County Juvenile Court provided secondary data on the number
of juveniles who participated in the program. The results show that 185 out of 203
youth involved in the CHINS program have successfully completed the program.
That is a 91% success rate. With the Richmond County CHINS program having a
91% success rate compared to the national average of 46%, one can conclude that
the program has been successful in Richmond County. Meanwhile, there were only
18 out of 203 youth that participated in CHINS more than once, equating to
approximately 9% of youth that repeated the CHINS program. Since the juveniles’
data shows that they are successful with the CHINS program, this article
recommends implementing this and similar programs elsewhere in Georgia and the
United States.

Introduction
In 2013, Georgia passed the Child Protection and Public Safety Act, which
modernized and revised the state code relating to juvenile justice and child welfare
(Juvenile Justice Information Exchange, 2013). Among other things, the Act created
new judicial processes for cases involving children in need of services. The Act
introduced a new program, commonly referred to as “CHINS” (“child in need of
services”), to reform the juvenile justice system by lending assistance, rather than
punishing, certain child offenders (Pew Charitable Trusts, 2013). This paper studies
the effectiveness of Georgia’s CHINS program in Richmond County Juvenile Court
since its enactment on January 1, 2014.
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I. What is CHINS?
CHINS is a state law and services program, implemented through the juvenile
court system, recognizing that certain indicators in a child’s family or school setting
signal that a child is in need of services by courts (Lovett, Jr., 2016). In other words,
a child in need of services is not delinquent nor dependent but rather a person who
can be, and needs help becoming, rehabilitated (Lovett, Jr., 2016). The CHINS
program endeavors to help delinquent children change their behavior without
punishing them criminally (Lovett, Jr., 2016).
Where a child is determined to be in need of services, the CHINS program
authorizes juvenile courts to provide such children with programs involving
treatment, care, guidance, counseling, structure, supervision, and rehabilitation.
Juvenile courts may also impose certain conditions (curfew, counseling, etc.) for the
child and place him or her in the custody of a parent or legal guardian qualified by
a third party or the Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS). These
programs are designed to help the child be more successful in becoming a
responsible and productive member of society.

II. Why CHINS?
Why was CHINS implemented? Most children in need of services from courts
have no support system and lack education, increasing the likelihood that they
engage in delinquent behavior in youth and crime in adulthood. During the late 18th
and early 19th century, courts punished youth by imprisoning them in jails and
penitentiaries (Center for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017). At the time, few
other options existed. Consequently, American cities suffered high rates of child
poverty and neglect, prompting city leaders to explore solutions to this emerging
social issue (Center for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017). Public concern about
the effectiveness of the Juvenile Justice system grew in the 1950s and 1960s (Center
for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017). The disparities in treatment that resulted
from the absolute discretion of juvenile court judges played a major role in seeking
to minimize juvenile recidivism (Center for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017).
Further reforms occurred through a series of Supreme Court decisions in the
four decades, in which juvenile courts were formalized and introduced more due
process protections such as right to counsel (Center for Juvenile and Criminal
Justice, 2017). By the late 1980s, the public awareness of increasing juvenile crime
increasing prompted most states to pass more punitive laws, which included
mandatory sentences and automatic adult-court transfer for certain crimes (Center
for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017). As a result, the use of institutional
confinement for minor offenses grew, as did overcrowding and poor housing
conditions in youth correctional facilities (Center for Juvenile and Criminal Justice,
2017).
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Finally, in the late 1990s, the increased rates of youth incarceration began to
recede (Center for Juvenile and Criminal Justice, 2017). Initially led by California,
many states began implementing polices that reduced the number of youths
committed to youth correctional institutions (Center for Juvenile and Criminal
Justice, 2017).
When a juvenile enters a juvenile detention center at an early age, he or she is
more like to be negatively affected in the long run (Georgia Public Policy
Foundation, 2016). Apart from higher rates of recidivism, the juvenile is more likely
to fail to graduate from secondary school (Georgia Public Policy Foundation, 2016).
Juveniles who drop out are more likely to become involved in criminal activity in
adulthood (Georgia Public Policy Foundation, 2016). Typically, uneducated
children who lived in poverty are more likely to commit crimes (Juvenile Justice,
2017). Reformers believed that these children were a threat to not only themselves
but to society as well (Juvenile Justice, 2017). In sum, children that lack education
and live in poverty are more likely to be set up for failure in the long run without the
proper services and resources.
Before CHINS was implemented, the juvenile justice system treated young
offenders as a “lighter version” of an adult offender. That is, like adults, juvenile
offenders are prosecuted by the district attorney, represented by a public defender or
private attorney, placed on probation, and supervised by the DJJ (Department of
Juvenile Justice) with the same detention and dispositional options as the delinquent
cases (Jackson & Sumner, 2017). The most common disposition for juveniles that
committed crimes was incarceration in a juvenile detention center (Georgia Public
Policy Foundation, 2016).
In 2014, however, the Georgia legislature implemented the CHINS program,
which works differently from past systems. CHINS focuses on prevention,
diversion, and treatment (Development Services Group, Inc., 2017). In other words,
these distinct groups of at-risk youth are treated through community-based risk
reduction programs at the direction of the local juvenile court in collaboration with
local agencies.

III. How Does CHINS Work?
CHINS implements a new state laws pertaining to young offenders and
implements a services program to be carried out by juvenile courts. The first step of
the program involves an “initial contact,” during which the juvenile court determines
whether a child offender is “in need of services,” thus qualifying for the program.
The Georgia Code defines a “child in need of services” as:
(A) A child adjudicated to be in need of care, guidance, counseling, structure,
supervision, treatment, or rehabilitation and who is adjudicated to be:
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(i) Subject to compulsory school attendance and who is habitually and without
good and sufficient cause truant, as such term is defined in Code Section 15-11-381,
from school;
(ii) Habitually disobedient of the reasonable and lawful commands of his or her
parent, guardian, or legal custodian and is ungovernable or places himself or herself
or others in unsafe circumstances;
(iii) A runaway, as such term is defined in Code Section 15-11-381;
(iv) A child who has committed an offense applicable only to a child;
(v) A child who wanders or loiters about the streets of any city or in or about
any highway or any public place between the hours of 12:00 Midnight and 5:00
A.M.;
(vi) A child who disobeys the terms of supervision contained in a court order
which has been directed to such child who has been adjudicated a child in need of
services; or
(vii) A child who patronizes any bar where alcoholic beverages are being sold,
unaccompanied by his or her parent, guardian, or legal custodian, or who possesses
alcoholic beverages; or
(B) A child who has committed a delinquent act and is adjudicated to be in need
of supervision but not in need of treatment or rehabilitation.
O.C.G.A. § 15-11-2 (11).
The initial contact with the court system is important to the child because it is
a crucial opportunity to show each child that the court will be impartial and will
follow the law (Lovett, Jr., 2016). The court should also show the child that its
rulings represent an effort to rehabilitate the child, not punish him or her (Lovett, Jr.,
2016). Initial contact gives the court an opportunity to collect information, get to
know the child and family, get to evaluate appropriate services and get to evaluate
the child and the family’s receptiveness to services (Lovett, Jr., 2016).
Once a child is determined to be “in need of services” and initial contact is
completed, the juvenile court may utilize community-based risk reduction programs
in collaboration with local agencies. The court has the authority to provide the child
with programs that provide treatment, care, guidance, counseling, structure,
supervision, and rehabilitation. Courts may also impose certain conditions (curfew,
counseling, etc.) for the child and place him or her in the custody of a parent or legal
guardian qualified by a third party or the Division of Family and Children Services
(DFCS).
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IV. Does CHINS Work?
Since the enactment of the CHINS program, the question remains: is new
“reformed system” successful at reducing juvenile recidivism (Pang, 2009)?
I conducted empirical research to find out. I used data from the Richmond
County Juvenile Court to evaluate whether the CHINS program has been effective
there. In December 2019, I traveled to the Richmond County Juvenile Court and met
with Dr. Audrey Armistad, the CHINS Coordinator. She provided me with data on
the overall number of juveniles that entered the program, the number of juveniles
who completed the program, and the number of juveniles who had to repeat the
program. I obtained the total numbers (not individual names) from August 2019
through December 2019.
The data showed that 302 youth have entered the CHINS program in Richmond
County since the program started. In December 2019, there were 99 CHINS youth
still active in CHINS. Of those 99, only 18 had been enrolled in CHINS more than
once.
Excluding those who were still participating in the program, 203 youths had
entered the program and were no longer enrolled. Of those 203 entrants, 185 had
successfully completed the CHINS program and never returned to juvenile court.
That is a 91% success rate.
According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(Development Services Group, 2017), the national reoffending rate within one year
for juvenile offenders is 54%. With the Richmond County CHINS program having
a 91% success rate compared to the national average of 46%, one can readily see
that the program has been successful. There were only 18 out of 203 youth that
participated in CHINS more than once, equating to approximately 9% of youth that
repeated the CHINS program.

Conclusion
The data shows that youth are successful within Richmond County's CHINS
program, suggesting that CHINS is a viable program to reduce juvenile recidivism.
As shown above, CHINS is remarkably more successful than traditional juvenile
justice system program—the success rate of CHINS is almost double that of the
national average. Accordingly, the CHINS program should be utilized in other
counties in Georgia, and similar programs should be implemented throughout the
rest of the country.
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Death Penalty: A Perspective from the African
American Young Adults in the Southern Georgia
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Abstract
This paper discusses the death penalty, how it has evolved, and why people
support or oppose it. The paper reviews the history of the death penalty, examines
some of the literature written about it, and then summarizes and analyzes research
conducted by this author about the opinions of young people—mostly African
American young adults in Southern Georgia—about the death penalty. The primary
focus of this research is to determine who supports or opposes the death penalty
within the African American population.
For this research, I surveyed a total of 30 participants regarding their opinions
about the death penalty. The survey consisted of six questions: two demographic
questions and four questions about the death penalty. My original hypothesis was
that females and African Americans are more likely to support the death penalty,
and that those who support the death penalty also believe it is constitutional under
the Eighth Amendment (and, vice versa, that those who oppose it believe it is
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment). As explained below, the results of
the survey reveal that my original theories are not entirely accurate. With this
research, I hope to help answer why people support or oppose the death penalty.

Introduction
The death penalty is a government-sanctioned practice that uses death as
punishment for specific crimes, known as capital crimes or offenses. It is a
controversial part of the American criminal justice system. Public opinion about it
differs significantly, and there are often many discrepancies within age, race, and
gender when discussing the death penalty. Questions about often include: Is it
morally right? Does it violate the Eighth Amendment? Does it deter crime? These,
along with other questions, have long been debated by the public.
This paper discusses the death penalty, how it has evolved, and why people
support or oppose it. The paper reviews the history of the death penalty, examines
some of the literature discussing it, and then summarizes and analyzes research
conducted about the opinions of young people—mostly Black young adults in
Southern Georgia—about the death penalty. The primary focus of this research is to
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determine who supports or opposes the death penalty within the African American
population.
For this research, I surveyed a total of 30 participants regarding their opinions
about the death penalty. The survey consisted of six questions: demographic
questions and four questions about the death penalty. My original hypothesis was
that females and African Americans are more likely to support the death penalty,
and that those who support the death penalty also believe it is constitutional under
the Eighth Amendment (and, vice versa, that those who oppose it believe it is
unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment). With this research, I hope to help
answer why people support or oppose the death penalty.
This paper proceeds in four parts. First, I review the history of the death penalty
to give context for our understanding of it today. Second, I examine some of the
research and opinions about the death penalty in scholarly literature to provide some
background of the great variety of views of the death penalty that exist and some of
the other research done about who holds those views. Third, I explain the
methodology of my own research. Fourth, I review and analyze the results.

I. History of the Death Penalty, from Its Origins to Today
Originating in the Eighteenth Century B.C., the death penalty was originally
achieved through methods like drowning, crucifixion, burning, and burying while
alive (Death Penalty Information Center, 2021). By the Sixteenth Century A.D., in
England, those methods included boiling, burning, hanging, and beheading, and
capital offenses included treason, marrying a Jew, and not confessing to a crime
(DPIC, 2021). By the 1700s, two hundred and twenty-two crimes were punishable
by death in Britain, including cutting down a tree or stealing (DPIC, 2021).
Following Britain’s lead, Americans implemented the death penalty in the
United States. The death penalty became controversial in America (DPIC, 2021).
People began to question whether the death penalty violated the Eighth
Amendment's cruel and unusual punishment clause. The abolishment of the death
penalty began to increase within Europe (DPIC, 2021). However, the United States
tried to reform the death penalty when Thomas Jefferson attempted to introduce a
bill revising Virginia's death penalty laws (DPIC, 2021). Supreme Court cases, like
Furman v. Georgia, challenged the death penalty's constitutionality. Furman, while
burglarizing a home, fell during his attempt to flee, causing his gun to discharge and
accidentally kill a resident (Furman v. Georgia). Although Furman was originally
sentenced to death, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the death penalty, as applied
to this case, violated the Eighth Amendment (Furman v. Georgia).
After Furman v. Georgia, the laws regarding the death penalty began changing
in other states. It was even temporarily prohibited in some places. Today, twentyeight states allow the death penalty (including Georgia), while twenty-two states do
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not (Death Penalty Information Center, 2019). Three states that allow the death
penalty adhere to “gubernatorial moratoria, which uses the governor's authority to
reduce the death penalty” (Death Penalty Information Center, 2019).
There are forty-one capital crimes listed by the federal government (Bureau of
Justice Statistics, 2012). In the 2008 case Kennedy v. Louisiana, "the Supreme Court
held that all such laws, where the crime was against an individual and no murder
were committed, were contrary to the national consensus restricting the death
penalty to the worst offenses" (DPIC, n.d.). That said, some capital offenses other
than murder remain, like espionage (DPIC, n.d.).

II. Literature Review and Analysis
The research and discussions of several scholars provided the backdrop for my
research. These scholars offer some examples of the different views about the death
penalty that exist. They also provide some data about who holds those views.
In the Law of Abolition, Barry (2017) discusses the themes surrounding the
death penalty's abolition and asks when the United States will join the other
abolitionist nations. Barry (2017) discussed three themes: period of de facto
abolition, government recognition of the human rights issues, and government
defiance of public opinion. The author predicts that the United States Supreme Court
will abolish the death penalty eventually, although it is unclear when.
In the Rhetoric of Abolition: Continuity and Change in the Struggle Against
America’s Death Penalty, Sarat et al. (2017) describe the opinions and how often
the death penalty was used. The authors conducted their research in Kansas,
Connecticut, and Texas, each which have different historical backgrounds regarding
the death penalty. The research ranged from 1900 to 2010. The results show that
executions have declined since the 1900s. In 2015 it reached a twenty-four-year low
(Sarat et al., 2017). Results pertaining to countries and states are important; however,
to come to a better understanding, this research must be simplified to a much smaller
subgroup, such as race, age, and gender.
In Age, Period, and Cohort Effects on the Death Penalty Attitudes in the United
States, Anderson, Lytle, and Schwadel (2017) discuss the understanding of different
opinions of the death penalty. They argue that understanding the different opinions
of others is the first step to determining why certain people favor or oppose the death
penalty. The article examines what factors contribute to certain opinions about the
death penalty. The authors discussed how support for capital punishment can be
motivated by events that occurred during specific time periods. Support also varies
according to demographic changes, life experiences and formative events for each
generation. Support may differ depending on age and the year the response was
given. Crime rates may also explain the variation of support for capital punishment
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over extended periods. The authors’ examination suggests that Whites, Republicans,
and Protestants support capital punishment the most (Anderson et al., 2017).
In Can Empathy Close the Racial Divide and Gender Gap in Death Penalty
Support, Godcharles et al. (2019) discuss how they believe empathy may be the
answer to closing the divide of opinions. Their research found that public opinion
data indicates that most of the death penalty support comes from American
respondents. The research indicates that females and Blacks are less likely to support
the death penalty than males and whites. Past research also proves that the gender
gap and racial divide in capital punishment support remain evident. Godcharles and
colleagues propose that empathy may explain the gender and racial differences in
support of the death penalty.

III. Methodology
A. Participants
In my research, participants included 30 young adults, 23 females and seven
males, all of whom are of Black/African American ethnicity. Half of the participants
are undergraduate students enrolled in college, and the other half of the participants
have full-time jobs. The participants involved in this study varied not only in gender
but also in occupation. Those who work full-time jobs range from warehouse
workers, teachers, retail associates, a waitress, and other occupations. I wanted input
from others who were not currently enrolled in school but varied in occupations.
B. Procedure
My research involved asking participants for their opinions about the death via
an online survey https://www.esurveycreator.com/s/504de6a). I created the fivequestion survey online and emailed, texted, and forwarded the survey link to all
participants. However, the survey was open for anyone to see. It remained open for
a month, with an unlimited timeframe once started. The survey required participants
to answer each question before moving onto the next question.
Each participant was asked two questions regarding their demographics and
three questions about the death penalty. The two demographic questions ask the
participants for their gender and race/ethnicity. The other three questions were yesor-no questions about the death penalty. The first death-penalty question asks if the
participant supports the death penalty. The second asks if the participant believes
the death penalty violates the Eighth Amendment. (Before this question, I explained
in the survey what the Eighth Amendment says in case the participants did not
know.) The third death-penalty question asks if the participant believes the death
penalty is proportional punishment for offenders who commit murder.
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Each participant had a month to complete the survey. Afterward, the survey
closed, and the results were calculated.

IV. Results
Of all participants, 76.67% percent were female and 23.33% percent were male.
The results show that 53.33% of the participants support the death penalty while
46.67% did not. Of the 23 female participants, 14 supported the death penalty, while
nine did not. Of the seven male participants, two support the death penalty while the
other five did not.
Before the results were calculated, I hypothesized that females and African
Americans are more likely to support the death penalty. I also hypothesized that the
participants who supported the death penalty believe it did not violate the Eighth
Amendment, and those who opposed the death penalty believe it does violate the
Eighth Amendment. However, it turned out that these hypotheses were incorrect:
some participants who support the death penalty believe that it does violate the
Eighth Amendment, and some participants that oppose the death penalty believe it
does not violate the Eighth Amendment.
The chart below displays who does and does not believe that the death penalty
violates the Eighth Amendment.

Figure 1: Population’s perception of death penalty as a violation of the 8th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
Source: Author’s estimates based on her data collection
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As shown, 43.33%, or 13 out of 30 people, said no, and 56.67%, or 17 out of
30 people, said yes.
Nine female participants oppose the death penalty. Those participants believe
that it does violate the Eighth Amendment. Meanwhile, 14 female participants
support the death penalty. Nine of those 14 believe that the death penalty does not
violate the Eighth Amendment--but the other five believe that the death penalty does
violate the Eighth Amendment.
Two male participants support the death penalty and believe it does not violate
the Eighth Amendment. Three male participants who oppose the death penalty
believe it violates the Eighth Amendment. However, two male participants who
oppose the death penalty do not believe it violates the Eighth Amendment.
The chart below displays who believes and does not believe that the death
penalty is equal punishment for murderers.

Figure 2: Population’s perception of death penalty as an equal punishment for
murderers
Source: Author’s estimates based on her data collection

As shown, 53.33% of participants believe that the death penalty is equal
punishment for murderers. Meanwhile, 46.67% believe it is not.

Conclusion
These results provided an interesting insight into young persons’ opinions-specifically young Black persons’ opinions--about the death penalty. As noted, I
hypothesized that the participants who support the death penalty believe that it does
not violate the Eighth Amendment. I also hypothesized that those who oppose the
death penalty believe that it does violate the Eighth Amendment. But the results
showed otherwise. Just because someone supports or opposes the death penalty does
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not necessarily dictate their opinion towards other questions regarding the death
penalty.
Most likely, each individual’s opinion about the death penalty is complicated
and driven by a combination of different factors unique to each individual. It is
possible that some participants’ opinions correspond to the theories of the authors
discussed above. In Why Is Capital Punishment No Punishment at All, Iuliano
(2015) argues that the death penalty is not the most severe punishment and that it is
not a punishment at all. In the article, Age, Period, and Cohort Effects on the Death
Penalty Attitudes in the United States, Anderson, Lytle, and Schwadel (2017)
discuss how generation and age could affect a respondent's opinion about the death
penalty. That is another of many possible factors that could drive the opinions of the
participants in this study.
Interestingly, the research results found by the authors discussed above does
not fit neatly with the results here. For instance, in Can Empathy Close the Racial
Divide and Gender Gap in Death Penalty Support (2019), Godcharles et al. suggest
that females and Blacks are more likely to oppose the death penalty. However, most
of the participants here were Black females, and only nine out of the twenty-three
oppose the death penalty.
The research questions here were intended to reveal why the participants
believe what they do. However, the results show that these questions were not quite
detailed enough to answer that question. To determine precisely why the participants
feel the way they do, more research, and more detailed questions, are necessary. In
a future study, the research questions asked here can remain the same, but additional,
more detailed questions should be asked too.
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Violation of Human Rights?
Tymya Bullard
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Introduction
What crime should you die for? A simple question with a complex answer.
Capital punishment, also known as the death penalty, has been one of the most
controversial punishments throughout history. The death penalty is still practiced
today in the United States, China, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia, among others (BBC News,
2018).
The death penalty as a form of legal punishment originated from the Code of
Hammurabi which codified the principle of “an eye for an eye” (Reggio, 1999, p.1).
The United States, however, does not follow the Code of Hammurabi--instead, our
society follows the philosophies of John Locke and Thomas Jefferson. In the
Declaration of Independence (DeYoung, 2014), Jefferson declared that everyone has
the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This paper argues that, under
the spirit of Jefferson’s Declaration, the death penalty is a blatant violation of human
rights, regardless the crime. It is a denial of the most basic human right of life (Center
for Constitutional Rights).
This paper proceeds in three parts. Section I provides context by discussing the
history of the death penalty. Section II discusses the Supreme Court's decisions on
the death penalty and how capital punishment works in specific cases. Section III
explores the arguments for and against the death penalty and whether it violates
human rights.

I. History of the Death Penalty
The first documented use of the death penalty was in Eighteenth Century B.C.
According to “Introduction to the Death Penalty,” it was first practiced by King
Hammurabi of Babylon and was applicable to twenty-five different crimes,
excluding murder (Randa, Bohm, 1999). The first recorded death sentence occurred
in 16th Century BC Egypt (Reggio, 1999). The wrongdoer, a member of nobility,
was accused of magic, and was ordered to take his own life. During this period, those
who were not members of the nobility were usually executed by ax (Reggio, 1999).
The Draconian Code arose in Athens in the Seventh Century B.C (Randa,
Bohm, 1999). Under that Code, death was the only suitable punishment for all crime
(Loizides, 2015). The death penalty under the Hammurabi code, paled in comparison
to the Draconian Code.
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Around Tenth Century A.D, “hanging became the usual method of execution
in Britain” (Randa, Bohm, 1999). After some time, William the Conqueror decided
that the death penalty was being used far too often for petty crimes, so he restricted
its use to only wartime (Randa, Bohm, 1999). His effort to reduce use of the death
penalty, however, was short lived due to Henry VIII restoring it during his reign in
the Sixteenth Century (Randa, Bohm, 1999). Later, in the 1720s, England authorized
the death penalty for more than two hundred crimes. Crimes as simple as petty theft
and cutting down a tree were punishable by death (Randa, Bohm, 1999).
Britain’s use of Capital Punishment was a key influence in the American
colonies (Randa, Bohm, 1999). Even after Britain abolished the death penalty,
America increased its use of capital punishment.
In the Colonies, crimes like denying God, stealing grapes, witchcraft, or
physically harming a parent were punishable by death, which was usually
accomplished by hanging or flogging (Randa, Bohm, 1999). According to
“Introduction to the Death Penalty,” a 1767 essay by Cesare Beccaria titled “On
Crimes and Punishment” caused the colonies to begin reviewing their use of the
death penalty (Schabas, 1997). “In the essay, Beccaria theorized that there was no
justification for the state's taking of a life” (Schabas, 1997). In 1834, Pennsylvania
was the first state to make executions private and more formal. In 1846, Michigan
abolished the death penalty in all cases except treason (Randa, Bohm, 1999).
Wisconsin and Rhode Island followed suit, banning the death penalty entirely
(Randa, Bohm, 1999). But in 1924, the gas chamber was introduced, prompting the
largest number of executions in American history, occurring throughout the 1930s
at the rate of around 200 deaths per year (Randa, Bohm, 1999). There are
2,557prisoners on death row as of October 1,2020 (DPIC, 2020).

II. The Supreme Court's stance on the Death Penalty
In the late 1950s, the Supreme Court issued a pivotal decision in Trop v. Dulles
(356 U.S. 86) holding that revoking a person’s citizenship was “cruel and unusual”
punishment, which was unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment to the United
States Constitution (Randa, Bohm, 1999). In Trop, the Supreme Court stated that
“the Eighth Amendment contained an ‘evolving standard of decency that marked
the progress of a maturing society’” (Randa, Bohm, 1999). The laws must change to
fit the contemporary views of society. If society believes that the death penalty is
cruel and unusual, then laws must be made to prevent this act.
In Witherspoon v Illinois (391 U.S. 510 (1968)), the Court examined whether
the dismissal of jurors who oppose the death penalty, violated the defendant’s Sixth
Amendment right to an “impartial jury” and Fourteenth Amendment right to due
process (Oyez). The Court decided that jurors could constitutionally be disqualified,
where they were incapable of making an unbiased decision in a death penalty case
because of personal opinions about the death penalty (Randa, Bohm, 1999, p. 4).
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This disqualifier is reasonable because it prevents bias convictions. It eliminates a
juror deciding based on personal views rather than the facts of the case.
During the early 1970s, the Court examined the jury’s role in death penalty
cases again, resulting in two ground-shaking cases (Randa, Bohm, 1999, p. 5). In
both Crampton v. Ohio (398 U.S. 936 (1970)) and McGautha v. California (402 U.S.
183 (1971)), the defendants argued that jurors’ unrestricted discretion violated their
Fourteenth Amendment right to due process (Death Penalty Curriculum). The
Supreme Court rejected this argument, holding that giving jurors unrestricted
discretion in capital sentencing would not result in arbitrary and capricious
sentencing (DPIC). The Supreme court also states that guiding capital sentencing
discretion was beyond present human ability (DPIC).
In Furman v Georgia (408 U.S. 238 (1972)), the Court held that the death
penalty was unconstitutional when applied in an arbitrary or discriminatory manner
(Death Penalty Curriculum). The Court reasoned that, if the punishment for a crime
was too harsh under modern views, it was cruel and unusual under the Eighth
Amendment. Due to this ruling, the Supreme Court struck down forty death penalty
statutes and overturned over 600 execution verdicts nationwide (Furman v Georgia
(408 U.S. 238 (1972)).
Notwithstanding Furman, the death penalty is still legal for certain crimes, such
as murder, treason, and aggravated cases of rape or child rape, among others (Death
Penalty Information Center, 2019; Gregg v. Georgia (428 US 153 (1976)). It is
strictly prohibited, however, to condemn a minor (anyone under the age of 18) to
death (Roper v. Simmons (543 US 551 (2005)). It is also illegal to sentence anyone
with mental disabilities to death (Atkins v. Virginia (536 U.S. 304 (2002)).

III. Human Rights Concerns
This author argues that the death penalty violates basic human rights. As stated
earlier, our society was founded on the Declaration of Independence, which bestows
to every person the unalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
(United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner A). If the right to
life is truly “unalienable”—that is, unable to be taken away—then the government
has no place depriving it from citizens. Yet many states and the federal government
do just that by continuing to authorize, and frequently carrying out, the death
penalty.
In 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was passed by the United
Nations (Schabas, 1998). They stated that everyone had the right to life and
protection from cruel and inhumane torture (Schabas, 1998). However, it explicitly
lists the death penalty as an exception to the right to life (Schabas, 1998). Because
of this, nearly all countries in the United Nations authorize the death penalty.
Fortunately, the United Nations Human Rights Office has been fighting for the
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abolition of, or at least a moratorium on, the death penalty worldwide (United
Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner A). The Human Rights
Office opposes the death penalty for several reasons: it violates the unalienable right
to life; it creates unacceptable risk of executing innocent people; and it likely fails
to deter crime (United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner B).
A key argument in support of the death penalty is that it is a fair punishment
for heinous crimes. Under this view of what is “fair,” the death penalty is morally
acceptable and even necessary. That is, supporters claim that failing to take a
murderer’s life is immoral. However, this belief is contradictory: Taking a life is
heinous no matter the context in which the act is committed, including where it is
legally sanctioned and in response to the taking of another life. The “fairness”
argument merely recalls the outdated “eye-for-an-eye” principles of King
Hammurabi’s time.

Conclusion
Our understanding of human rights has evolved over time, and many countries
outlawed or stopped practicing capital punishment. Today, more than 160 of the
countries in the United Nations prohibit the death penalty, but numerous countries—
including the United States—still authorize it (United Nations Human Rights Office
of the High Commissioner). Although the world has made great progress towards
ending the use of the death penalty, without complete abolition, international human
rights will continue to be violated.
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Community Policing as a Tool to Strengthening
Police and Community Relations
Ashley Lindsey
Graduate Student, ASU Criminal Justice Department

Abstract
Law enforcement officials have been working to address community policing
issues since the 1960s. This paper discusses the obstacles that police have
encountered while trying to address crime, neighborhood disorder, fear of crime,
and community distrust of policing. The paper also offers some potential solutions
for improving police and community relations.

Introduction
This paper explores community policing and the relationship between the
community and the police department. Community policing is an organizational
philosophy that emphasizes the importance of cooperation between law enforcement
and community members to identify and resolve issues related to crime and disorder
(Crowl, 2017). Community policing strategies are designed to increase partnerships
between police and the community while emphasizing problem-solving approaches
(Crowl, 2017).
There have been many attempts to strengthen community policing, but these
attempts have often failed (Sozer, 2010). This paper discusses why those attempts
often fail and how law enforcement can change their practices to better connect with
their communities. Trust, communication, and cooperation are all components of
relationships, and relationships are the key to better community policing. This author
argues that, if police officers interacted more with their communities, they might
better understand how to form genuine relationships with community members and
how to cooperate to fight crime and keep the community safe. This author also
endeavors to offer some insight and methods for how to build a healthier relationship
between law enforcement and the community.

I. The Common Obstacles of Community Policing
Although community policing, in theory, has the potential to be successful,
several obstacles frequently impede success. Fear of crime, community
characteristics and public perception and experience with the police are all obstacles
that halts the success of community policing (Lee, Kim, Woo and Reyns p.37).
Schneider (1998) conducted a study to show community policing theories and
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approaches have failed to be effective in socially disadvantaged neighborhoods
using Mount Pleasant for the study. Research in Mount Pleasant reveals that a
significant obstacle to community policing and crime prevention is weak,
inappropriate and ineffectual community outreach and communication efforts by
police departments and local crime prevention groups (Schneider, p. 352). Schneider
believed that previous community policing methods failed because they did not
recognize how police communication with socially disadvantaged neighborhoods
can continually reproduce an asymmetrical power relationship between the two
(p.348). In his study, Schneider (1998) found that police may undermine their own
community policing programs through a lack of two-way communication, unilingual
service provision, a limited understanding of different cultures or empathy with
special needs groups, and a technical language that fails to appeal to the emotional
and experiential foundation of individuals’ participation in community crime
prevention (p.361).
One of the biggest obstacles is distrust between citizens and law enforcement.
“No police department can control crime and disorder without the consent and
voluntary compliance by the public” (Keith, 2002, p. 111), but where citizens
distrust law enforcement, citizens withhold that consent and compliance.
Unfortunately, law enforcement exacerbates distrust by assuming they know what
is best for their communities and what they believe citizens of the community want
(Crowl, 2017). Instead of assuming, police officers should address their
communities directly so they can better meet these communities’ needs.
For community policing to be successful, law enforcement must actively
engage the community to overcome each obstacle. When law enforcement has
robust and constructive interactions with community members, police officers
establish a foundation for efficacious results and evolving relationships.

II. Community Trust in Police
Mutual trust is required for healthy relationships between police and
communities. Unfortunately, community members often lose faith in police officers
(Skogan and Harnett, 1997). To change the way communities perceive them, police
must regain trust by making community members feel safe and valued.
A key component of trust involves citizen perceptions of police “legitimacy.”
Police must legitimize themselves so that the community feels confident with their
leaders. Crowl posited that “The police must interact with citizens in a fair and
equitable manner, thereby demonstrating their legitimacy to the public. And when
citizen view the police as being legitimate authorities, they are more likely to interact
and work with law enforcement. The police must also embrace organizational
change and ‘buy into’ the philosophy of community policing” (Crowl, p. 451).
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When a community believes that the ones leading them are corrupt or unethical,
it will find it impractical to follow such leadership. The concept is akin to parenting:
children mimic what they see and react according to how they are led. If police are
unwilling to hold themselves accountable to law, then it is unreasonable to expect
community members to respect their leadership and their oaths to honor, enforce,
and preserve the law.
Fear of crime is a key factor in overcoming the obstacles in community
policing. Fear of crime has become a legitimate focus for police departments,
especially those that operate under a community policing philosophy (Crowl, 2017,
p.453). For example, a person’s psychological and social well-being can become
adversely affected to the point where they may become withdrawn from others and
public life in general (Crowl, 2017, p.453). A study conducted by Crowl (2017) on
sixteen comparisons, drawn from 10 studies modest in methodological rigor,
included fear of crime as an outcome measure. Community policing activities were
associated with a reduction in fear of crime in a little over half (n = 9, 56.3%) of the
comparison groups (p. 454). Skogan (2006) divulged that “Fear of crime can also
undermine formal and informal efforts to control crime and delinquency, thereby,
leading to greater levels of social disorder and a sense of distrust for authority
figures, especially the police (Crowl, 2017, p. 449). This, in turn, can lead to
heightened amounts of antisocial and deviant behavior along with crime and
delinquency (Crowl, 2017). Factors like fear of crime, citizen perception, job
satisfaction and crime reduction play a role in the relationship between police and
community (Crowl, 2017). To recapture the community’s trust, police must work
towards addressing all of these issues.

III. Communication Between Police the Community
Without communication between police and community, community policing
fails. Schneider (1998) asserted that “Communication is . . . imperative in engaging
citizen support for community policing and mobilizing neighborhoods around crime
prevention” (Schneider, 1998, p. 352). Police can better communicate with
community members by getting to know community members, learning more about
them, and eliminating faulty presuppositions about them. In other words, hearing
from the community’s own voices. Something as simple as holding community
meetings and listening to the citizens of the community or frequently patrolling the
areas to observe the community could help police to get familiar with the community
and get to know the citizens better.
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If police and community members are not authentically committed to
cooperation with the community, then community policing meets its demise before
it begins. With the police and the community working together, less cases go cold,
and more criminals are removed from the street. When genuine relationships are
developed between police and community, both parties learn from one another how
they can equally improve efforts to create safer, more peaceful communities (Sozer
2010). As trust is built, community members can partner with police to give tips
about crimes and participate in deterring potential crimes.
Police officers, of course, must prove themselves trustworthy for this type of
partnership to materialize. Community members need to know that police have their
best interests at the center of their work. As Crowl emphasized, police must seek
critical feedback from community members about how they execute their work,
soliciting ideas and strategies for enhancing their work. When the police listen, it
demonstrates to community members that police value them and that the community
has the power to reform aspects of police work (Crowl, 2017).
Scholars like Lee, Kim, Woo and Reyn contend that, “The extent to which
community members are willing to cooperate with the police and become involved
with various community crime prevention programs depends on citizen perceptions
of the police and of the community in which they reside” (Lee et al., 2019). There
are several ways that police can easily improve the way citizens perceive both the
police and the community. Planning events at which citizens can meet and interact
with the police—like gathering at the local community center for a barbeque and
discussion—fosters bonding between police and citizens and allows citizens’ voices
to be heard. Police can also foster that bond through police work itself: for instance,
officers can routinely patrol all areas of the community, especially those with high
crime rates; they can patrol on foot to obtain a better view of what is transpiring in
the community; and they can make friendly appearances at neighborhood events.
Ultimately, police must immerse themselves authentically into the social and
cultural fabric of community life so that community members see not just officers’
authority, but also their humanity.
Conclusion
For community policing to be effective, both law enforcement and the
community must be willing to listen to one another. Each side should express their
concerns and devise solutions to remedy identified problems. Community members
deserve police officers who serve and protect them. When they do not feel that police
officers will serve and protect them, they will not honor their authority and
leadership. With proper communication and trust, officers and citizens can form
enduring and meaningful bonds that lead to more effective community policing and
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better control and prevention of crime. Until both parties unite, community policing
will continue to be a flawed method, and citizens will continue to feel unsafe with
the police.
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Police Body-Worn Cameras: A Synthesis of the
Literature
Jason Armstrong
Assistant Professor, ASU Criminal Justice Department
Introduction
On August 9, 2014, in Ferguson, Missouri, police officer Darren Wilson
encountered unarmed 18-year-old Michael Brown. Within two minutes, Brown was
dead from multiple gunshots fired by Wilson (Department of Justice, 2015). An
initial witness statement reported that Wilson first shot Brown in the back while
Brown was running away. Different reports say that Brown was then fatally shot
with his hands in the air, or while on his knees surrendering, or while Wilson stood
over him execution-style. However, Wilson’s statement was completely different;
he said he shot Brown because he feared for his own life. Others corroborated
Wilson’s account. Both the United States Department of Justice and the St. Louis
County Police Department conducted thorough investigations and declared the
shooting justifiable (Department of Justice, 2015).
Since 2014, activist and lawmakers have emphatically pushed for police
reform, especially regarding the use of deadly force. Police departments, police
reform activists, and then-President Barack Obama, among others, called for police
officers to be outfitted with body-worn cameras, or “body cameras” (Friedman,
2014; Gomez, 2014; Hudson, 2014). Body cameras have been touted as the answer
to “How do we police the police?” Brucato (2015) documents several activists, legal
scholars, journalists, and academic researchers who expect body cameras to increase
the visibility of police action and thereby reduce use-of-force incidents and increase
police accountability. President Obama pledged $263 million in federal funding to
equip, train state and local law enforcement officers with 50,000 body cameras
(Dann & Rafferty, 2014). Because a condition of the federal funding required law
enforcement agencies to match the funds, more than half a billion dollars in taxpayer
money has been invested in body camera programs.
Law enforcement agencies worldwide are similarly implementing body
camera systems. Police branches in Australia, for example, have committed millions
of dollars to body camera programs (Palmer, 2016).
What is lacking, however, is empirical research whether these programs are
effective. The use of body cameras in law enforcement is a relatively new
technology. The first randomized controlled study was published in only 2015 (Ariel
et al.). Cubitt et al. (2017) noted a "considerable paucity of peer-reviewed articles"
on body cameras (p. 4) and wrote that a majority of the current literature on body
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cameras was "methodologically weak" (p. 1). Ariel et al. (2017) also noted the lack
of empirical evidence about body cameras' efficacy.
Some police executives are seeking data to assist them in deciding whether to
invest hundreds of thousands—or, for some departments, millions—of dollars of
taxpayer money into body camera programs. Multiple police departments have
conducted studies to determine if body camera programs should be pursued and, if
so, which body camera companies should be awarded contracts (Miller & Tolliver,
2014; Stratton et al., 2015; White, 2014). Other police executives are proceeding
with body camera programs without regard to the scholarly research due to the
urgent demand for more transparency in policing (McClure et al., 2017). Bodycamera advocates may need to temper their expectations. Brucato (2015) discussed
the “promise of accountability” that body cameras offer (p. 457), but do body
cameras deliver on this promise? Or do they deliver only a false sense of security?
This paper consists of four sections. Section I lays a historical foundation.
Section II discusses the theoretical framework for body cameras. Section III
examines the existing scholarly literature on body cameras' influence on the
application of force by the police. Section IV examines the existing scholarly
literature on the number of citizen complaints received by law enforcement agencies
after a body camera program was introduced.

I. Background
A. What is Use of Force?
Since the inception of America’s earliest police departments, officers have
been tasked with enforcing criminal laws, carrying out court orders, and bringing
the accused to court. The first departments were created to combat increases in urban
gang violence (Siegel & Worrall, 2018). The first formal police department in the
United States was created in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1838 (Siegel & Worrall,
2018). New York City and Philadelphia soon followed. Law-abiding citizens in
these cities knew that some criminals would not submit politely, so police officers
were granted the authority to use force when necessary to carry out their functions.
The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP, 2001) defines the use
of force as "that amount of effort required by police to compel compliance from an
unwilling subject" (p. 1). The amount of force required should be directly
proportional to the amount of resistance offered by the offender. Force can include
physical strikes, chemical weapons, impact weapons, electronic weapons, and
firearms. Deadly force is sometimes allowed, but only in certain circumstances.
Modern society expects the police to apprehend wanted suspects alive unless the
need for deadly force is required (reflected by the fact that Governments no longer
post pictures of wanted outlaws with the description “Wanted Dead or Alive”).
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States have codified the use of force and the application of deadly force.
Georgia law (2010) provides:
A person is justified in threatening or using force against another when and to
the extent that he or she reasonably believes that such threat or force is necessary to
defend himself or herself or a third person against such other’s imminent use of
unlawful force; however…a person is justified in using force which is intended or
likely to cause death or great bodily harm only if he or she reasonably believes that
such force is necessary to prevent death or great bodily injury to himself or herself
or a third person or to prevent the commission of a forcible felony.
Regarding the use of deadly force, Georgia law (2010) provides:
… Peace officers who are appointed or employed in conformity with (state law)
may use deadly force to apprehend a suspected felon only when the officer
reasonably believes that the suspect possesses a deadly weapon or any object,
device, or instrument which, when used offensively against a person, is likely to or
actually does result in serious bodily injury; when the officer reasonably believes
that the suspect poses an immediate threat of physical violence to the officer or
others; or when there is probable cause to believe that the suspect has committed a
crime involving the infliction or threatened infliction of serious physical harm.
Nothing in this Code section shall be construed so as to restrict such sheriffs or peace
officers from the use of such reasonable non-deadly force as may be necessary to
apprehend and arrest a suspected felon or misdemeanant.
Police officers' authority to use force when reasonable and necessary has been
repeatedly reaffirmed by both the United States Supreme Court and state supreme
courts. The modern legal framework for determining the reasonableness of use-offorce was established in Graham v. Connor (1989). In Graham, the United States
Supreme Court ruled that the application of force by the police must be reasonable
based on the totality of the circumstances and viewed through the lens of the
information known at the time, without the benefit of hindsight. A few years earlier,
the Supreme Court had held, in Tennessee v. Garner (1985), that police officers
could not use deadly force against non-dangerous fleeing felons. Before the Garner
case, several states authorized deadly force against felons trying to escape capture.
B. The History of Monitoring Police by Camera
The use of video technology in law enforcement is not new. Baker (2004)
detailed the history of in-car cameras, starting with the first widespread usage in the
1980s to assist with driving under the influence/driving while intoxicated
(DUI/DWI) investigations, arrests, and convictions. Thanks to in-car cameras,
prosecutors were able to obtain more convictions with driver behavior and
performance on field sobriety tests video recorded. In-car camera systems soon
became standard equipment in almost every police department in the United States.
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The IACP conducted a comprehensive review of in-car camera systems for 47 state
police/highway patrol departments, after in-car camera systems had been in
widespread use for about a decade (Baker, 2004). According to the study, public
demand helped make in-car camera systems a standard police tool.
The expansion of the War on Drugs in the 1990s fueled further use of camera
systems. Baker (2004) discussed how jurors sometimes found it hard to believe that
drivers carrying large amounts of drugs and cash would consent to a search of their
vehicle. The in-car cameras confirmed that drivers’ do so voluntarily, and quite
often. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, charges of racial profiling and bias became
more widespread, and assaults on officers also increased (Baker, 2004). In-car
camera systems helped document these incidents.
In recent years, the explosion of social media and the 24-hour news cycle has
exacerbated distrust of the police by many citizens. Videos showing police use-offorce, both non-deadly and deadly, are shared millions of times on social media
platforms and news outlets. As a result, social media users and journalists frequently
draw conclusions about the legitimacy of the use of force before investigations are
completed and the results released. News reports before investigations are concluded
are often incomplete and inaccurate. These inaccuracies and premature conclusions
create distrust (sometimes justifiable, sometimes not) between the public and the
police.

II. Theoretical Framework
There are two theories behind the use of body cameras: deterrence theory and
social surveillance theory. Both are worth understanding to evaluate the
effectiveness of body cameras.
Deterrence theory is grounded in penology but can be applied to body cameras.
Classical criminologist Cesare Beccaria has been attributed to developing and
popularizing the deterrence theory (Polinsky & Shavell, 1998). Deterrence theory is
divided into two categories: specific deterrence and general deterrence. Specific
deterrence is aimed at the criminal offender and involves whether a punishment for
an offense is enough to deter the particular offender from committing the crime again
(Paternoster, 2010). General deterrence is aimed at other potential offenders and
involves whether a punishment deters others from committing similar crimes
(Paternoster, 2010). General deterrence, in other words, uses one person as an
example for others of what happens when the law is violated.
Foucault (1977) and Beccaria contend that the effectiveness of deterrence
theory lies with the certainty of punishment more than the severity (Paternoster,
2010; Nagin, 2013). Beccaria understood that the swiftness of punishment was
equally as important as the severity of punishment (Paternoster, 2010). If
punishment is certain, swift, and sufficiently severe, then would-be violators will
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likely refrain from doing so. Ariel et al. (2015) examined Beccaria’s deterrence
theory and noted a wide-ranging collection of research confirming that, when
punishment is certain, swift, and severe, the likelihood of unwanted behaviors
decreases (Ariel et al., 2015).
Under deterrence theory, if an officer's unethical and/or illegal actions are
captured by body camera, the certainty of punishment increases and misconduct
decreases. Body cameras can resolve disparities in unreliable witness statements by
operating as, in effect, an unbiased and independent witness (Jennings et al., 2015).
Consequently, they provide reliable evidence to effectuate punishment that is both
certain and swift. In cases of false allegations against an officer, body cameras can
exonerate the officer. Research clearly shows that investigations into officer
misconduct are completed much faster when body cameras are used (Baker, 2004;
Katz et al., 2014; Smykla et al., 2016; Toronto Police Service, 2016).
The other key theory behind body cameras is social surveillance theory. This
theory is best illustrated by Jeremy Bentham’s (1748-1832) “panopticon,” a theory
of design for prisons, schools, and factories (Jackson, 1998). The panoptic prison is
designed to make inmates believe they are under constant surveillance, regardless
whether they actually are. The design involves a central observation tower
surrounded by prison cells. A light shines into the cells, allowing guards to monitor
inmate behavior. The inmates, however, do not know if anyone was actually in the
observation tower or not. Under the threat of constant surveillance, inmates act
appropriately for fear of being discovered and punished.
While Bentham’s prison design never came to fruition during his lifetime, his
panopticon, or social surveillance theory, lived on. French philosopher Michel
Foucault (1926-1984) modernized the panoptic theory by reframing it within the
structure of knowledge and power (Foucault, 1977). He believed that knowledge—
and, with it, power—came from observing others (Mason, n.d.). Foucault argued,
“Suitable behavior is achieved not through total surveillance, but by panoptic
discipline and inducing a population to conform by the internalization of this
reality.” (Mason, n.d.). In short: surveillance, combined with the threat of
punishment, was a form of social control.
Body cameras can be a modern-day panopticon. Officers know that not every
encounter recorded on video will be viewed by a supervising officer or the public.
However, the potential that any video might eventually be viewed may alter police
conduct for the better.

III. Use of Force
Body cameras are most needed in examining police use of force. They can help
identify incidents of excessive force and determine whether deadly force was
justified.
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Deciding whether use of force is justified, or excessive, is highly subjective.
Each incident presents its own unique set of facts. The Supreme Court recognized
this in Graham v. Connor (1989), which sets out the framework for deciding whether
a use of force is reasonable. Chief Justice William Rehnquist (Graham v. Connor,
1989) wrote that courts have long held that the police have a right to use or threaten
reasonable force when making a lawful arrest. He further explained that police must
decide whether to use force in a split second, “…in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving” (Graham v. Connor, 1989).
Body cameras show the viewer the officer’s point of view during these tense,
uncertain, and rapidly evolving situations. In theory, police officers should be less
likely to use excessive or unlawful deadly force when they know they are being
recorded on a body camera.
How often do police officers use force? A Bureau of Justice Statistics study
showed that, in 2008, of the approximately 40 million people who had face-to-face
contact with the police, 776,000 people, or 1.9%, reported that the police either used
or threatened to use force during the encounter (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2011).
Of those 776,000 people, approximately 74.3% of them felt that the force or
threatened force was excessive (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2011). Langton and
Durose (2016) reported that, in 2011, 1.6% of citizens stopped for a traffic violation
experienced physical force by the police. One of every three of those people felt that
the force used was excessive (Langton & Durose, 2016). Hickman (2006) analyzed
citizen complaint data from large state and local law enforcement agencies. These
agencies received more than 26,000 complaints about officer use of force in 2002;
8% of those complaints were sustained as involving excessive force (Hickman,
2006).
Ariel et al. (2015) found a reduction in total use-of-force incidents when
officers wore body cameras compared to when they did not wear cameras. In what
is now commonly known as the Rialto study, Ariel et al. (2015) conducted a
randomized controlled study with Rialto, California police officers who wore body
cameras on randomly selected days. The researchers compared the number of useof-force incidents on days when cameras were worn to days when cameras were not
worn. They found that use-of-force incidents were approximately twice as likely to
occur when body cameras were not worn (Ariel et al., 2015). Furthermore, when
compared to three previous years when body cameras were not used, Ariel et al.
(2015) found reductions of 64.3%, 61.5%, and 58.3% in the total number of use-offorce incidents, respectively.
In 2016, Ariel et al. replicated the methodology of the original "Rialto study."
The researchers conducted ten randomized controlled trials with eight unidentified
police forces (the only reference to a location is that the study was a global multisite experiment). When averaged across all ten sites, the researchers found no
significant difference between the number of use-of-force incidents. Although three
departments saw a reduction in use-of-force incidents when cameras were worn, one
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department saw exactly the same number of incidents on camera days as non-camera
days, and six locations saw an increase in incidents when cameras were worn. The
authors cautioned that use-of-force definitions and reporting requirements varied by
department and might account for some of those differences (Ariel et al., 2016).
Henstock and Ariel (2017) found a reduction in the total use-of-force incidents
when body cameras were worn. The authors replicated the Rialto study by
conducting a randomized controlled study with officers wearing cameras on preselected days. This study was conducted with the Birmingham South Police Unit in
Great Britain. Henstock and Ariel (2017) found a 50% reduction in use-of-force
incidents when officers wore cameras.
The Toronto Police Service (2016) conducted a pilot study of body cameras
from May 18th, 2015 to March 30th, 2016 and compared the data to the same 10month period from the previous year (May 18th, 2014 to March 30th, 2015). During
the study, use-of-force reports dropped 15% when body cameras were not worn
(Toronto Police Service, 2016). Because the sample size was small (13 use-of-force
reports during the pre-pilot period versus 11 during the pilot period), it is difficult to
confirm a trend.
Ready and Young (2015) conducted a study with the Mesa, Arizona Police
Department. These researchers found that officers who wore cameras made
significantly fewer arrests and initiated fewer stop-and-frisk encounters compared
to officers who did not wear cameras. However, this study had some limitations.
Some officers volunteered to participate in the study while others were assigned to
participate. Officers were not randomly assigned to treatment or control groups.
Moreover, halfway through the 10-month study, the police department changed its
body camera policy, making camera activation during encounters optional, based
solely on officer discretion.
The Kauai, Hawaii Police Department reported in 2015 their officers
documented 37 use-of-force incidents (Gonzales, 2017). In 2016, when all officers
were first outfitted with cameras, officers documented just 11 use-of-force incidents
(Gonzales, 2017).
Katz et al. (2014) conducted a 15-month study with the Phoenix (AZ) Police
Department. Officers in one designated geographic area (the target group) were
outfitted with body cameras and compared to officers in a similar geographic area
(the comparison group) who did not wear body cameras. Additionally, data from the
study was compared to the previous 15-month period in a pre/post analysis.
Although the researchers did not evaluate the use-of-force data, they did track
offenders charged with resisting arrest. Officers in both the target group and
comparison group saw an increase in resisting-arrest incidents during the study
compared to the previous time period. No statistically significant difference
occurred between the target group and comparison group during the study. A
limitation of this study was that camera activation was discretionary. Indeed, the
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researchers reported a low compliance rate for activating the cameras: The target
group recorded less than 50% of the incidents in which they became involved.
A body camera study was conducted with the Orlando Police Department
(Jennings, Lynch, & Fridell, 2015). The researchers conducted a randomized
controlled trial in which 46 randomly assigned officers were given body cameras
while 43 randomly assigned officers were not. The two groups were
demographically similar. The researchers found that officers who wore cameras
experienced a statistically significant lower prevalence of use-of-force incidents
compared to the control group (Jennings et al., 2015). The researchers also analyzed
the pre/post data for the experimental group by comparing the incident rate during
the 12-month study period to the previous 12-month period (before cameras were
introduced). The researchers found a statistically significant reduction in use-offorce incidents by officers in the experimental group (Jennings et al., 2015).
Yokum, Ravishankar, and Coppock (2017) conducted a randomized controlled
trial study with 2,224 officers of the Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police
Department. Officers in the treatment group were assigned body cameras (n=1,189).
Officers in the control group were not (n=1035). The officers were divided among
seven patrol districts. The sample was large enough to detect small effect sizes. The
department staggered the rollout of cameras, so the researchers analyzed the first
seven months of data for each district. They found no statistically significant
difference in use of force between the treatment group and control group. The
researchers also conducted a time-series analysis of the data for the 90 days before
and after camera rollout. They found no statistically significant difference in the
pre/post data (Yokum, Ravishankar, & Coppock, 2017).
Braga et al. (2018a) conducted a study with the Boston Police Department.
Plainclothes officers from the departments’ "gang unit" were randomly assigned into
a treatment group (n = 140) and control group (n = 141). The treatment group had
body cameras while the control group did not. The evaluation period was 12 months.
The researchers found a reduction, which was not statistically significant, in the total
number of use-of-force incidents.
Braga et al. (2018b) also performed a randomized controlled study with the Las
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department. Officers (n = 416) volunteered to participate
in the study. The volunteer officers were randomized into a treatment group (n =
218) with cameras and a control group (n = 198) without cameras. The groups were
observed over a 12-month period. The researchers also compared the data from the
preceding 12 months to the data obtained during the study. The treatment group saw
a 12.5% reduction in use-of-force incidents compared to the control group. The
treatment group also saw an 11.5% decrease in use-of-force incidents compared to
the 12-month period before cameras were introduced.
Peterson, Yu, La Vigne, and Lawrence (2018) conducted a randomized
controlled trial with the Milwaukee Police Department. Officers were assigned to
either the treatment group (n = 252), with cameras or a control group (n = 252)
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without cameras. The study was conducted over a nine-month period in 2016. The
researchers also compared the data from the study to data from the preceding nine
months. The researches saw no statistically significant difference between the
treatment group and control group and a 3.57% increase in use-of-force incidents
with the treatment group compared to the preceding nine months.
White, Gaub, and Todak (2017) conducted a randomized controlled trial for six
months with the Spokane Police Department. The researchers also analyzed the data
for the preceding 28 months and for six months after the trial. The treatment group
(n = 82) was given cameras from May 2015 through October 2015. The control
group (n = 67) was given cameras beginning in November 2015. The authors found
no statistically significant change in the number of use-of-force incidents.
Armstrong (2019) analyzed secondary data on the number of use-of-force
incidents from a large, unidentifed police department in the Southeastern United
States. The data reviewed came from the three years before the department
implemented cameras (2012-2014) and the three years after (2015-2017). The 3year average of use-of-force incidents before implementing cameras was 231. The
3-year average after implementing cameras was 314. That is, Armstrong (2019) saw
a statistically significant increase of 36% in use-of-force incidents after cameras
were introduced.
To summarize the available scholarly literature on the number of police force
incidents before and after body cameras were implemented, researchers have
conducted approximately 14 studies. Seven saw a reduction in the total number of
use-of-force incidents after body cameras were given to officers. Four studies found
no change. Three noted that officers had more use-of-force incidents while wearing
a body camera when compared to not wearing a camera.

IV. Citizen Complaints
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution guarantees citizens the
right to petition the government for a redress of grievances. Accordingly, citizens
can file complaints when they believe government officials, and the agencies they
represent, have overstepped their authority or violated another constitutional right.
Many believe that body cameras would protect officers from unjustified complaints
and allegations of misconduct while, at the same time, safeguarding citizens from
unprofessional police services (Toronto Police Service, 2016).
In the study of in-car cameras by the IACP (Baker, 2004), first-line supervisors
reported that nearly half of all complaints were withdrawn after the complainant was
notified that the incident had been recorded on an in-car camera. The IACP study
showed that, in 93% of complaints against officers, the officer was exonerated
(Baker, 2004).
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In 2011, approximately 31.4 million people over age 16 requested police
assistance (Durose & Langton, 2013). Approximately, 90% of those persons
reported that the police officer(s) acted properly; meanwhile, about 2.2 million
people felt that the officer(s) acted improperly (Durose & Langton, 2013). More than
34 million people over the age of 16 had contact with the police initiated by an
officer. This includes both traffic stops and street stops. Langton and Durose (2016)
found that 25% of people involved in the street stops felt that the officer behaved
improperly and 10% of people involved in traffic stops felt that the officer behaves
improperly. Only about 5% of those who believed the officer act inappropriately
filed a complaint (Langton & Durose, 2016). Hickman (2006) found that large police
departments received more than 26,000 citizen complaints about officer use-of-force
in 2002.
In a 2014 study (Jennings, Fridell, & Lynch, 2014), 95 Orlando patrol officers
were surveyed about their opinion of body cameras. Forty-three percent believed
that body cameras would improve the behavior of their fellow officers.
Approximately 20% believed that body cameras would improve their own behavior.
In a different study, a selection of police command staff (individuals who hold the
rank of Captain or above) was surveyed on their views of body cameras (Smykla,
Crow, Crichlow, & Snyder, 2015). More than half of the respondents believed that
body cameras would reduce undeserved complaints against officers (Smykla et al.,
2015).
Jennings, Lynch, and Fridell (2015) later conducted a randomized control study
with the Orlando Police Department on the effects of body cameras on citizen
complaints. The researchers found a statistically significant lower prevalence of
citizen complaints with the experimental group when compared to the control group.
The researchers also found a statistically significant lower number of citizen
complaints for the experimental group during the 12-month study when compared
to the previous 12 months.
In the Toronto Police Service pilot study of body cameras (2016), officers
wearing body cameras received five complaints. When compared to the pre-pilot
period, officers received three complaints (Toronto Police Service, 2016). The data
shows an increase in complaints while wearing cameras, but, as noted above, the
sample size is small, making it difficult to draw valid conclusions.
The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) Police
Department released an audit from the first six months of its body camera program
(Moselle, 2017). All 250 police officers in the department were outfitted with a body
camera. The department reported a 25% decrease in citizen complaints compared to
the same period from the previous year.
In the study conducted by Katz et al. (2014) with the Phoenix (AZ) Police
Department, officers wearing body cameras (the target group) saw a 22.5% decrease
in citizen complaints when compared to the pre-camera period. During that same
time period, officers in the comparison group saw a 10.6% increase in citizen
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complaints. Overall, the department saw an increase in citizen complaints of 45.1%
that year. As noted above, a limitation of this study was that camera activation was
discretionary; the researchers reported a low compliance rate for activating cameras.
In the now-famous "Rialto study" by Ariel et al. (2015), officers wore body
cameras on randomly assigned shifts (the treatment shifts) and did not wear cameras
on other shifts (the control shifts). Data were collected for 12 months. When the
complaint data from the study period was compared to that from the previous 12
months, Ariel et al. (2015) found a 92% reduction in citizen complaints against the
police. The researchers saw no statistically significant difference regarding citizen
complaints between the treatment shifts and the control shifts.
Ariel et al. (2016) also conducted a global multi-site study of the effect of body
cameras on citizen complaints. The researchers replicated the Rialto study. Ariel et
al. (2016) found a 93% reduction in citizen complaints against the police during the
12 months in which body cameras were used compared to the previous 12 months.
As with the Rialto study, there was no statistically significant difference between
the treatment and control shifts.
In both studies conducted by Ariel et al., the same officers were part of both the
treatment and control groups, as the police shifts were the unit of analysis rather than
the officers. The researchers believe that, once cameras were introduced, officer
behavior was changed whether they wore the cameras or not (Ariel et al., 2016).
Another consideration is that officers announced that the encounter was being
recorded at the beginning of each interaction with a citizen. This may have had a
calming effect on the citizen, the officer, or both.
In the randomized controlled trial conducted by Yokum et al. (2017) with the
Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, the researchers found no
statistically significant difference between the treatment group and the control group
regarding citizen complaints. A pre/post analysis showed no statistically significant
difference in the number of citizen complaints before and after the introduction of
cameras.
In the study conducted by Braga et al. (2018a) with the Boston Police
Department, the researchers found a statistically significant reduction in the total
number of citizen complaints. In the study conducted by Braga et al. (2018b) with
the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, the researchers found a 16.5%
decrease in citizen complaints after cameras were introduced compared to the 12month period before cameras were introduced.
The randomized controlled trial with the Milwaukee Police Department
completed by Peterson et al. (2018) saw less than a 2% reduction in complaints from
the pre-intervention period to the post-intervention period. The researchers saw was
no statistically significant difference between the treatment group and control
groups.
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The randomized controlled trial by White, Gaub, and Todak (2017) with the
Spokane Police Department found no statistically significant change in the number
of citizen complaints.
Armstrong’s (2019) analysis of secondary data of formal citizen complaints
from a large unidentified police department in the Southeastern United States saw a
statistically insignificant difference in complaints. In the three years before cameras
were introduced, the average number of citizen complaints was 81 per year. In the
three years after cameras were introduced, the average number of complaints 76 per
year. That reflects a mere 6% reduction.
To summarize the available scholarly literature on the number of citizen
complaints received before and after body cameras were implemented, researchers
have conducted 12 studies. Nine found a reduction in the total number of citizen
complaints after body cameras were given to officers. Two studies found no change.
One noted that officers had more citizen complaints while wearing a body camera
when compared to not wearing a camera.

Conclusion
The literature shows no consensus about whether body cameras effectively
reduce the number of use-of-force incidents by the police. While most studies found
a reduction in the total number of incidents, the majority were conducted with
smaller police agencies. Studies conducted with larger police departments (Yokum,
Ravishankar, and Coppock, 2017; Peterson, Yu, La Vigne, and Lawrence, 2018;
Armstrong, 2019) found either no change or an increase in incidents. More research
is needed to determine if the size of the police agency affects the success of body
cameras in reducing the number of use-of-force incidents.
Meanwhile, it appears that body cameras can affect the number of citizen
complaints about police misconduct. But it is unclear why. Perhaps officers—or
citizens—improve their behavior when they know they are being recorded. Or
perhaps citizens file fewer false complaints when there is video evidence to prove
them wrong. Perhaps it is a combination of these factors. To find out why, more
research on the effects of body cameras is necessary.
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Abstract
This paper analyzes how the First Step Act of 2018, or Formerly Incarcerated
Reenter Society Transformed Safely Transitioning Every Person Act (“First Step
Act”), could effectuate restorative and rehabilitative justice.

Introduction
In 2018, the United States (“U.S.”) Congress passed the Formerly Incarcerated
Reenter Society Transformed Safely Transitioning Every Person Act, or “First Step
Act” (Pub. L. No. 115-391, 2019). Among other goals, the First Step Act seeks to
reform unfair sentencing laws and reduce the duration of incarceration for federal
offenders (Skeem and Monahem, 2020). The Act recognizes digital technology as a
tool to address issues like recidivism, unfair sentencing, and injustice in the criminal
justice system (18 U.S.C. §§ 3632(a) & 3635, 2018). The Act also moderates the
enhanced and harsh consequences of the U.S. criminal law systems (Osler, 2020) as
it creates the stage for programs to deter crimes and achieve the goals of reduced
recidivism, with the “evidence-based” concepts (18 U.S.C §3632, 2018).
Cyber criminology is the empirical and sociological study of crimes, deviances
and illegal activities on the internet and other networked platforms (Maras, 2017).
Digital inventions often influence criminal laws in this technological era (Maras,
2017). Contemporary crime and regulatory regimes impose harsh punishment; for
example, new-millennium crimes like illegal hacking carry severe jail and monetary
penalties (Maras, 2017). However, the First Step Act empowers the Attorney
General and the Board of Prisons to apply programs like artificial intelligence or
software as tools of establishing an evidence-based risk assessment in forecasting
criminogenic and behavioral patterns of released prisoners (Warner and Sloan,
2020).
The First Step Act creates the avenue to use digital capacities to better achieve
the fundamental objectives of punishment—including deterrence, rehabilitation and
restoration—without inflicting unfair consequences upon the incarcerated and
convicted (Dupont, Stevens, Westermann and Joyce, 2018; Rai, 2010). The First
Step Act highlights how the deployment of digital criminology (Maras, 2019), a
subset of criminology may ameliorate, the unfairness of the current criminal justice
system (Kolber, 2013). Those created programs would accelerate released
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offenders’ reentry and restorative justice initiatives in ways that are insulated from
human bias and common administrative prejudices. For example, racial and gender
prejudices inherent in most prison systems (Butler, 2004).
Lawmakers’ recognition of human frailties and reliance on “evidence-based”
risk assessment metrics to reduce recidivism will likely promote the successful
reentry for released offenders (Congressional Research Service, 2019). As such, the
First Step Act reflects a shift in policy that reinvigorates the goals of both criminal
and social justice in the United States. A system where real fairness and equity is
applied in the dispensation of criminal and civil laws.
This paper proceeds in four Sections. Section I establishes the four traditional
objectives of criminal punishment and discusses how the First Step Act achieves one
of those objectives: restoration. Section II examines how the First Step Act works
towards reducing recidivism. Section III analyzes how the First Step Act improves
reentry processes. Section IV considers how the First Step Act moderates the
harshness of the prior criminal justice system.

I. Restorative Justice
Criminal justice scholars typically recognize four objectives of criminal
punishment: rehabilitation, retribution, deterrence and restoration (Bazelon and
Green, 2020). The First Step Act reflects a conscious policy decision to temper the
retributive objective and focus instead on restoration and rehabilitation. Historically,
restorative justice has involved the healing and reconciling of offenders, victims and
the community (Menkel-Meadow, 2007). The First Step Act recognizes technology
as an efficient tool to deliver restorative justice. For example, a Global Positioning
System (GPS) and similar digital devices for sexual offenders or dangerous felons
would put a community at rest that the government is monitoring released offender
(Forman, 2012). The Act also creates economic and educational opportunities for
the released offender to foster self-improvement. In doing so, the Act delivers social
justice to offenders who were unfairly incarcerated and some rehabilitation and
healing to victims (Forman, 2012). The theory of victimology recognizes that in the
criminal justice system, victims of crimes suffer various forms of losses, which
society through fair doctrine attempts to restore victims to a near palpable position
(Winkel, Groenhuijsen, and Pemberton, 2008).

II. Recidivism
The First Step Act works to reduce recidivism, which is the tendency of
released offenders to recommit offenses. The law achieves this by authorizing the
Attorney General to fashion programs that consider risk, needs factors of offenders,
and determine their qualification for release from incarceration (18 U.S.C §3632 (9)
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and §3632, 2018). The effectiveness of such “risk and needs assessment” programs
is a subject of debate among scholars. The arguments swing from those who posit
that the risk and needs assessment factors are inconsistent and universally
inapplicable, to those who support the concept, especially with its empirical and
evidentiary driven conclusions (Garrett, 2019; Skeem and Monahan, 2020).
However, the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and modern era software programs
may create a fail-safe process to achieve a proper evidence-based outcome (Zysman
and Nitzberg, 2020). The digital era has created acceptable programs in the forms of
software, AI and machine learning tools to produce efficient “evidence-based” risk
assessments.
High rates of recidivism can work against the First Step Act’s restorative
objectives. Ideally, technological advancements in machine reading and artificial
intelligence will help craft an efficient assessment program that successfully reduces
recidivism and, in doing so, meets the Act’s restorative goals as well.

III. Reentry
A restored former offender that lacks the skills or capacity to function
effectively and efficiently as a contributory member of society would highlight the
failure of the First Step Act. The reentry and restoration of former offenders are
interrelated. Both outcomes should interface within the implementation of the policy
objectives of the First Step Act. The risk and needs assessment programs established
by the Act creates metrics that would show the ability of the released offender to
adapt to a new phase of life outside the prison walls. The Act also creates an enabling
environment for released offenders to be employable (18 U.S.C §3632, 2018).
If released offenders face systemic or structural impediments in reintegrating
into the community, the First Step Act may fail to deliver social justice for offenders
and communities. This is especially true where certain ethnic groups are
disproportionately disadvantaged (Salib, 2017; Kolber, 2013). Systemic and
structural impediment might include geographic restrictions that prevent released
offenders from having easy access to employment; restrictions of movement with
GPS-tracking ankle bracelets and similar devices; and restrictions of housing and
GPS monitoring that are often exacerbated by racial and other prejudices (Bulter,
2004). Earlier this paper showed how GPS devices carried out the role of a
gatekeeper for the community.
Some digital devices have become Achilles heels and possess a nuanced role in
criminology (Zysman and Nitzberg, 2020; Eltis, 2020). Some of these restrictions,
however—like the ankle bracelets and crime registries—are necessary for the safety,
healing and reconciliation of the communities wronged by the offender.
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IV. The First Step Act, Punishment, and Rehabilitation
The First Step Act is evidence that Congress recognizes that at least most
punishment, by modern standards, is archaic and fails to satisfactorily fulfill the
objectives of retribution, deterrence, and rehabilitation. The bi-partisan and sheer
majority support from the voting records of members of Congress attest to the fact
that this law evolved from the conviction that the old Order ought to change. The
Act works toward curing the injustices that result from the archaic system. Elected
lawmakers are still struggling to find the necessary will to fight a risky political issue
like reforming the criminal justice system. For example, the prison industrial
complex in the form of private prisons have enormous lobbying powers with deep
pockets to determine the fortune of electing and reelecting politicians to offices
(Cummings and Lamparello, 2016). Therefore, the surmounting of these obstacles
and resistance to the reform of this part of the criminal justice system, which for
long looked insurmountable shows significant progress.
In the 1980s, in response to the scourge of illegal drug importation from Central
and Southern America into the United States, the Federal Government launched the
“war on drugs.” This approach, and subsequent interventions by the Federal and
State Governments, have not been successful enough to justify the resources
dedicated to the efforts (Chin, 2002). Criminal Justice scholars have argued that the
Federal Government should review its policies on criminal punishment, especially
regarding drug offences and non-violent crimes. No such review occurred, however,
until the First Step Act (Butler, 2004).
Some may argue that the First Step Act is not a fundamental shift in criminal
justice policy because it does not cover state crimes. Although it may be true that
the First Step affects only federal laws, it does not necessarily follow that the First
Step is not a historic and policy shift in criminal justice reform. The shift from the
Federal Government will have a trickle-down effect by influencing States to make
their equivalent type of First Step Law.
The First Step Act also reflects a conscious strategy to decongest federal prisons
and give second chances to citizens caught on the wrong side of the law. From a
rehabilitative perspective, the First Step Act gives released offenders the chance to
seek a new direction in life. The social significance of this is illustrated by the story
of Alice Johnson, whose prison sentence was reduced, and commuted by the
President under the First Step Act (Jones and Jackson, 2019). She was incarcerated
for a non-violent crime and, as a result, lost decades of time with her family and
prevented her from raising her children and grandchildren. The President, Donald J.
Trump in 2020, granted Alice Johnson a full pardon under his Constitutional powers
(Jones and Jackson, 2019).
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Conclusion
The First Step Act reflects a significant shift in criminal justice reform. The Act
establishes programs that would rely on empirical evidence powered by digital
technology to help both incarcerated and released offenders stay the course of good
behavior. These programs and measures can result in early release from prison and
self-sustainability upon release. Further, the Act’s “risk and needs assessments”
systems for incarcerated and early-released persons work toward reducing
recidivism. The Act also gives communities a sense of assurance that released
persons will be rehabilitated and communities will not be re-victimized. To do all
these things, the First Step Act programs will rely on digital devices, software, and
other technologies. Finally, the First Step Act joins with other systems to pursue
criminal justice reform, particularly the restorative and rehabilitative objectives of
punishment.
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